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Special Report: This month I am combining our August and September commentary in a 
September 11 release because I am issuing a long special report on the question of the four-year 
hedge fund low. (I have been getting questions about the four-year cycle 1974, 1979, 1982, 1987, 
1990, 1994, 1998, 2002). September 11 seems an appropriate time to talk about the major factor 
that leads to hedge fund lows, negative sentiment. Predicting lows on September 11th is 
dangerous business and I am compelled to quote Mark Twain in this time of extreme chaos and 
uncertainty: 
 
“It is better to keep your mouth shut and be thought a fool than to speak out and remove all 
doubt”.  
 
This thought combined with the rapid pace of change in hedge funds has caused me to watch 
and wait while spending considerable time in the last month on Bloomberg pouring over data. But 
now I am finally ready to risk speaking out on the question of the four-year hedge fund cycle low.  
 

I. What is a hedge fund cycle low? In this report I conclude that the 12-month rolling 
rate of return in the hedge fund industry will rise from where it is now. The hedge 
fund low is not an equity index low point and so we are not bottom fishing the 
stock markets. Stock market direction is perhaps one quarter of the information 
needed to find a hedge fund low. But other factors such as credit spreads, sentiment, 
and volatility are equally important. Below I have analyzed the effect of these inputs.  

 
We define the hedge fund low as the 12 month rolling period when hedge fund 
returns for the industry as a whole turn negative and bottom out. The low period 
contains at least three negative months and contains at least two months where the 
losses to the industry are large. All of these factors are in place now and the only 
pressing question is whether there is another large negative month soon approaching 
that will cap off that 12 month rolling negative period. I do not think we will see 
another large loss month and believe the industry is returning to more normal times. 
The low period I contemplate always contains the confluence of four factors that 
cause hedge fund returns to be reduced or to be negative.  

 
II. Does the four factor analysis signal a cycle low? In the interest of space we 

present a highly simplified four-factor analysis. The four negatives are: a general 
extreme negative sentiment or panic centered on little confidence in the system, a 
sudden widening of credit spreads, an extreme spike in volatility, and heavy selling in 
stocks.  

 
a. Panic or negative sentiment: The hedge fund industry is leveraged and this 

makes it is vulnerable to a leverage crisis- or run on the bank. Any general 
collapse in confidence in the system or investor sentiment affects hedge fund 
industry returns negatively. Panics affect hedge funds primarily because they 
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contain irrational behavior based on an absence of any real news. Often hedge 
funds are forced out of great relational trades during panics by the combination of 
irrational behavior and leverage. Equity hedge funds focused on single stock 
selection lose money on both longs and shorts and are forced to go to cash. 
They must wait for a period where the predictability of individual stocks is higher. 
Statistical arbitrage also suffers as statistical outliers in stocks surge. Any 
strategy that relies on systematic factor indicators becomes unstable. About 80% 
of the strategies are negatively affected by extreme negative sentiment.  

 
We have not had a serious panic by historical standards and one strong case for 
being too early to predict the cycle low in hedge funds is that returns and 
sentiment are not bad enough yet. No large individual hedge funds have blown 
up. I believe that because the hedge fund industry is not at the center of this 
cycle’s panic, returns do not need to get worse. In 1998 hedge funds caused the 
panic. In 1994 hedge funds were at the center of the bond panic. Also hedge 
fund’s have reduced leverage dramatically and are holding record levels of cash. 
The industry has become more diversified and now uses more crisis hedges. The 
combination of reduced leverage and increased hedging in the industry means 
the 12 month rolling return is low enough in nearly every strategy or category. If I 
simply take the industry losses in 94 and 98 and adjust them for leverage and 
hedging, returns are already where they need to be. I believe any further mini 
panics will be smaller than those of the last 12 months and the hedge fund 
industry will benefit from fewer investor panics and improving sentiment.  

 

CSFB Tremont annualized 12 months moving average index returns
Source dat a: CSFB/  Tremont  Dec 1993- July 2002
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b. Credits: The hedge fund industry takes considerable credit or liquidity risk. This 
is primarily in distressed, convertibles, capital structure arbitrage, high yield, 
emerging markets, and fixed income strategies. Small cap stocks, Reg D, Real 
Estate, and short sellers take credit risk as well. In general the industry is long 
credit spreads all the time and so is vulnerable to a widening of credit spreads.  

 
Credit spreads are wide by historical standards. We do believe credit spreads 
now represent great value relative to inflation and other interest rate alternatives. 
So in the context of real rates of return and real corporate profits, credit spreads 
widened far more than they should have. We do not think credit spreads will 
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widen further and in fact we expect the recent narrowing of spreads to accelerate 
next year. Event strategies are the most affected and are shown below. 

 

Event Driven
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c. Volatility: Most of the synthetic options buried in the hedge fund business are 
volatility shorts of some kind. So an explosion of the VIX toward 50 will generate 
more losses than gains. The main strategies that suffer are some contra trend 
systems, option overwriting, credit strategies, economic based systems, 
mortgages, and most pure volatility funds. Convertible bond managers with credit 
protection hedges benefit immediately from this volatility.  

 
Volatility reached levels nearly equivalent to the crash of 87 in September and 
again in July. The events of September 11 might justify such a move in the 
insurance protection imbedded in option longs. In July this high volatility was not 
justified by any war, stock market crash like 87, unraveling of the banking 
system, or huge inflation. I believe we will enter a period like 1992-1994 where 
volatility was quite low. Since volatility is a good predictor of risk, we continue to 
predict a decline in systematic risk punctuated by shocks like the invasion of Iraq.  
 
My view on volatility is affected by the pure cost of these options. During the 
height of the July mini panic, I noted that I could sell straddles on certain major 
companies like Citicorp and in theory own the whole company within 18 months. 
If we are in a world economic environment where GDP is largely low and dull, 
inflation is low, monetary policy is stable and liquid, politicians are not being 
impeached, and corporate profits are rising slowly, why do share prices of basic 
companies need to move so much in such a short time. In the particular case of 
Citicorp we know the reason but even the most pessimistic estimates of legal 
liability would not move the shareholder equity that much. These options are too 
expensive for people to continue to own them. The hedge fund industry will soon 
benefit from this decline in volatility to more normal levels.  
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d. Equity Risk: We have said the hedge fund rolling low point is not an equity low 
but this particular hedge fund cycle is more equity driven than most. Since our 
basic premise is that hedge fund returns are going to start rising soon, we don’t 
need for stocks to bottom to be right. However we do need for stocks to stop 
falling 30-50% per annum. Nearly half the hedge fund industry has trouble 
making money when stocks are falling fast. This includes all equity hedge, 
discretionary market neutral, emerging market equity, small caps, all sector 
funds, mutual fund timing, and merger. As markets fall quickly, the value of the 
shorts drops so fast, managers find it difficult to replace their short ideas. More 
important, managers don’t like to place market bets but instead like to bet against 
bad companies individually. There are not enough really bad companies and 
managers find themselves all in the same shorts and vulnerable to a short 
squeeze. Index shorts are widely used to hedge but hedging a long is not the 
same as making money on a short. Shorting for profit is simply a tougher game 
than buying for profit.  
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e. The confluence of poor sentiment, credits widening, high volatility, and 

down side equity risk: I have said that when these four factors hit negatively at 
the same time, hedge fund 12 month rolling rates of return bottom. Some may 
make the case that they always appear together but they do not. April of 2000 
was a terrible month for hedge funds caught in the down draft of equity prices. 
Volatility rose but did not come near the levels of July. Credit spreads started to 
widen a year before the April 2000 market break.  

 
Now we see the confluence of these negative events but we have not seen them 
turn positive. For example consumer confidence is still declining. Credit spreads 
have not narrowed appreciably and default rates are high. Volatility is still 
extremely high, and equities are not likely at a bottom. The problem with waiting 
for all of these items to show significant improvement is that all the best returns 
are missed. Returns normally explode on the upside following this confluence. 
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III. Which strategies are best for the coming year 1 environment? To answer this 
question lets go through our seven factor model for analyzing each strategy in the 
current environment. The model is highly simplified in the interest of space. Our 
market factors are: absolute value, relative value, liquidity, capital flow, long and short 
side trades present, identifiable winners and losers, and currency flow. 

 
1. Absolute valuation: US stocks are not compelling either way in my view but 

I come down on the side of a 10% over valuation on an absolute basis. 
Obviously this view is earnings and GDP dependent and I believe the 
economy will not have a double dip recession. Given this view, I think being 
short into that last 10% is crazy considering how hard it is to make money on 
the short side. Also, historically we can see that there is a tendency to earn 
our way out of over valuation. If we go back to the 70’s, the PE ratio reached 
its low point a long time after the price reached its low point. Earnings rose 
for several years while prices did not rise much between 1974 and 1982. 
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Prices do not need to go down just because valuations are high relative to 
earnings. Earnings can go up and all evidence suggests they are rising 
slowly for all stocks as a group.  

 
Currently there is an unprecedented debate about the valuation of stocks and 
especially stocks in the US. one argument says that the market globally is at 
least 1/3 overvalued even with optimistic earnings assumptions. The bears 
point to a decline in foreign purchases of US equities, reduced mutual fund 
holdings, sentiment that still needs to decline to be in line with earnings 
reality, an historically high market cap relative to corporate profits, a high 
price to sales ratio, a high market capitalization relative to GDP, a high 
absolute PE ratio, and if that is not enough we can say that whatever 
earnings are being reported are surely overstated.  

 
On the opposite side we have equity strategists saying the market is at least 
1/3 undervalued. This argument accepts all the negatives above but says 
they do not matter because interest rates are the lowest they have been in 
40 years and when rates are low, valuations should be high. Any valuation 
model should use a discount rate and considerable history can be presented 
to support this method. Further, a long-term investor should buy stocks when 
corporate profits are rising and prices are down 50%.  

 
The subject of this section is absolute valuation, not relative valuation. I say 
that if stocks are only cheap because rates are 4% then this should be 
covered under our relative value analysis below. If I want to evaluate stocks 
on a pure absolute valuation method I can say that overall market 
capitalization is high relative to GDP. Market cap is high relative to overall 
corporate earnings. Stocks in the US are generally expensive though I am 
well aware this is primarily in the continued over valuation of the technology 
sector. The S and P ex tech is not expensive. This is one reason I do not 
argue for another immediate 30% decline in the overall market. Also 
technology companies can have enormous profit margins and can go from 
few profits to huge profits relatively quickly with changes in demand and new 
technology. Their profits are elastic in both directions.   

 
 

Using the same analysis as above, the data shows that Europe is not cheap 
or expensive. Japan is cheap and most of Asia shows good value. I 
recognize it is possible to go broke waiting for Japan to recover but this is 
covered under our momentum indicators below. From an absolute valuation 
perspective I want to be long Asia, short technology, and buying whatever is 
the latest panic item in sector rotation strategies. The best strategy remains 
sector rotation equity hedge. 
 
Moving to fixed income valuation, we have been beating the credit drum for 
several months but since we are now saying just buy with no hedge, lets look 
deeper into it. Merrill Lynch’s high yield index goes back to 1986 and more 
recently they have begun providing sub indices that split out every rating and 
sub category of the markets. Again we find a huge disparity between 
valuations of technology companies and all other categories. Even though 
yields are higher on technology companies, the risks of default or default rate 
for that sector are quite different. Distressed managers know that no amount 
of yield makes up for a company that does not have real assets and a good 
business franchise. The game is to buy good companies with high yields, not 
bad companies with very high yields. What has changed is that now good 
companies with less risk of total default are available at excellent yields.  
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The most common absolute valuation method used for high yield and 
distressed is the spread to treasuries. But how do we know when the spread 
is wide enough? Lets use a simple analysis from the perspective of a bank 
with a 25% capital requirement or a hedge fund of funds with four to one 
leverage. (Don’t try this at home). We can borrow at 3.5% against the 
portfolio and easily attain yields on good credits of 11.5%. Thus we can earn 
11.5% on our equity plus 8% on three parts debt for a total return of 35 1/2% 
per annum. So we are repaid our loan proceeds in three years assuming no 
defaults. Lets assume 15% of the portfolio defaults in the first year. Those 
loans would fall to a value of about 50 cents on the dollar over their workout 
life. Since we are exposed on four parts of assets, the 15% default translates 
to a 60% loss in full or a 30% loss at a 50 cent workout. So today we could 
say the current 15% default rate is priced in. The simple analysis is just to 
show the importance of the default component and that the spread does 
dramatically impact the yield for a bank or leveraged fund.  

 
So how do I know the default rate is not going double again? Like my market 
cap analysis this indicator is also dependent on GDP growth and earnings of 
these companies. My view that earnings are improving and that the worst of 
the accounting scandals are behind us support a view that our historically 
high default rates are high enough. This is currently the market’s most 
obvious trading opportunity. We are in process of launching a corporate 
event fund of funds to take advantage of the opportunity and will be making it 
available at two times leverage. A good rule of thumb on taking credit risk is, 
wait until good companies are cheap and then go to the bottom. This means 
distressed companies already in default represent the best bet.  
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2. Relative Valuation takes into consideration valuation moves due to related 

securities. I promised to discuss equity valuation in context of its relative 
cheapness to bonds. I accept that stocks are cheap relative to US 
government securities and that even on a risk adjusted basis, stocks are 
about 20% cheap to the alternative of investing in US government securities. 
I think this analysis misses the fact that risk adjusting does not take into 
account credit spreads. Interest rates are not low for most corporations in the 
world and the credit spread today bears no resemblance to the credit 
spreads the last time rates were 4%. Only governments, agencies and the 
highest rated credits are borrowing cheap. If we used a more realistic 
discount rate that represents current wide credit spreads, the entire argument 
that discounted equity prices are cheap flies out the window. Relative 
valuation says that perhaps a high multiple on GE is warranted but it cannot 
be justified on the listed market as a whole.  

 
I believe this entirely explains why so many who predicted that the Fed 
easing would cause the stock market to rise were wrong. The cost of credit 
for corporations below AA needs to fall and when it does, profits will rise, 
companies will invest, the economy will kick in, and the PE ratios will fall. I 
believe this will happen before the consumer runs out of gas. The same 
analysis applies to Europe and Asia. If you accept the argument that the 
picture on relative valuation is also muddled, then the sector rotation 
strategies win again. Once credit spreads come in dramatically, a move to 
the single sector funds and deep value funds will be warranted. These are 
the funds most likely to be long.  
 
Relative valuation also demands an analysis of the things that are expensive 
within the context of the hedge fund strategy mix. High-grade convertibles 
are expensive in vol terms and with volatility so high, a collapse of the return 
to this strategy is imminent. Few of these funds carry short volatility hedges. 
Some do not carry fixed income hedges and this may be the third shoe to 
drop after the credit break and the vol break.  

 
3. Liquidity has rarely been higher in terms of monetary policy everywhere. So 

the risk is negligible that a reduction in liquidity will soon create a problem for 
hedge funds. But if interest rates do rise, this section on liquidity is the best 
place to point out the heavy dependence on long side fixed income returns 
from some CTA’s and macros. I think it is near the end of the cycle for both 
groups and it is especially important to understand how dependent your 
particular chosen CTA is on Euros and Bonds. By early next year we should 
be facing a situation where the commodity dependent CTA takes over. I think 
this cycle has already begun and that it will continue over the decade.  

 
In terms of trading liquidity, we are in the uncommon situation where typically 
liquid assets have less liquidity than normal and typically illiquid assets have 
more liquidity than normal. Emerging markets are experiencing good liquidity 
and even the hard hit distressed market is pretty liquid. Equity hedge funds 
are complaining about liquidity in day trading big companies. I am seeing 
some reduction of returns in the high turnover stock trading strategies that 
are dependent upon being able to get out quickly. I think this will continue 
and those funds with 15x turnover will suffer for years. These strategies 
should be avoided along with all strategies that are dependent upon tight 
execution. This includes statistical arbitrage and some CTA’s.  
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4. Capital flow points to Asia. Investors still want to invest there and we think 
the demand for this region is deep. It seems like every day I talk to another 
investor who wants to talk about how to invest in Asia. The combination of 
absolute value, relative value and strong liquidity makes staying out of Asia a 
substantial risk. Capital flow is a momentum indicator and no case can be 
made that there is investment momentum in Japan. Non Japan Asia 
represents a larger opportunity and Japanese funds should not be the only 
Asian investment. The capital flow indicator shows huge potential but little 
real momentum moving toward Asia yet.  

 
Of course capital is flowing out of stocks and into real estate. Our 2005-7 
cycle may come from the final collapse of an over leveraged real estate 
market. Real estate prices are still rising and the buying for investment is 
heavy. It is very unlikely that this boom will unravel soon. First rates have to 
rise creating a squeeze on cash flow for homeowners with a 90% loan to 
value mortgage. We have all seen the statistics on the credit binge against 
homes. Those people who qualify for agency loans are borrowing at very low 
rates and paying no attention at all to the statistics on their debt as a percent 
of their net worth. They are looking at monthly payments against their 
paychecks. Paychecks are rising and monthly payments are stable even with 
the higher loan balances. So payments as percent of disposable personal 
income are not a problem. This means that hedge fund strategies based on 
mortgages, whole loans, and some REITs are still relatively safe, until rates 
rise substantially and choke off the people that are tied to variable rates.  

 
5. Long and short side trades are an indication that there are two ways to 

make money and that the manager has twice as many chances to generate a 
return. If managers are both long and short they can use larger balance 
sheets to produce higher risk adjusted returns. This factor has pushed our 
emphasis to sector rotation funds. Managers operating within a single sector 
are having trouble picking through the longs and shorts. We still maintain our 
view held for over two years that long only oriented funds should be avoided. 
This includes Reg D securities. The one exception being now added to our 
portfolios are micro and small caps in Asia.  

 
This factor is also keeping us away from most European equity hedge funds. 
The group simply does not exhibit an ability to make money on the short 
side. Obviously there are exceptions and we know who they are. The factor 
is keeping us away from small caps where managers are more likely to be 
just long. The strategies that most benefit now from making money two ways 
are: sector rotation, emerging markets debt and currency, macro, CTA, and 
convertibles.  

 
6. Identifiable winners and losers are hard to find these days and this is 

always true when there is economic instability. This factor argues for staying 
away from equity trading strategies, stock selection strategies, and equity 
relative value. It argues for staying away from the US where most of the 
accounting problems are. It argues for avoiding large holdings in statistical 
arbitrage. Stat arb programs are dependent upon a factor model that says, 
“What caused prices to move in the past will cause them to move now”. 
There are still too many statistical outliers possible to move into this area. 
Winners and losers are identifiable in currencies, fixed income, and 
distressed.  

 
We can’t have a section on identifiable winners and losers without a 
discussion of CTA’s. Most of them are trend followers and are dependent to 
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some degree on trend persistence – or identifying winners and losers from a 
signal. Markets for trend following CTA’s go through relatively identifiable 
periods of trend persistence followed by periods of relative chaos in all 
markets. Some programs benefit from the chaos but the big returns come 
from the periods of persistence. The failure of trend persistence seems to be 
a leading indicator of risk in the same way that rising volatility is a predictor of 
risk. These two seem to show the presence of chaos in hedge fund 
strategies or markets generally and are a good way to gauge the risk of lower 
returns ahead for hedge funds. Right now trend persistence is strong and 
supports the view that along with declining volatility, we are entering a period 
where hedge fund returns are rising.  
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7. Currency flows are not the same as capital flows. Capital can flow from 
stocks to cash and have nothing to do with currency. Money can flow to Asia 
because investors see value not because they like the Yen. This factor 
especially applies to hedge funds that normally hedge out currency or take it 
as a separate risk. Some strategies benefit or are hurt abnormally hard by 
shifts in currency and this factor is designed to pick up that effect. We have 
noted in our historical section below that dollar crisis is a feature of hedge 
fund lows. This is simply due to the dominance of US assets in the history of 
hedge funds. Currency concerns are not only dollar concerns. The factor 
obviously picks up the potential huge impact of emerging market currency 
crisis. Since all emerging markets debt and equity is in the end a currency 
game, this is a good place to cover that strategy.  

 
I continue to be amazed at how much money our emerging market managers 
are making especially in debt. I have burned too many times in the past to be 
heavily weighted in emerging markets while the hedge fund industry is 
suffering a low point and so we do not have enough of these investments 
given their performance. Emerging markets are historically hit either by 
association with credit or as the source of the problem when economies are 
weak and their currencies are destroyed. It is now very late in the cycle for 
the problems of the developed economies to spread in a general panic. So I 
am forced to acknowledge now is the time to be overweight in the area. 
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Recall debt and currency managers can make money two ways and we are 
focused on these managers.  

 
To conclude, our seven factors are intended to create a discipline that forces 
us to insure we know why we are focused on certain strategies over others. 
Like all disciplines of this type, the process of analysis is more valuable than 
the rating. The final rating is intended to show which types of strategies are 
functioning in a fertile field. We can just invest with the best and brightest 
managers, but we also know that if we have the best managers in the best 
fields we will have a better chance of success. Our seven-factor model on 
manager selection is not the subject of this market commentary. Overall our 
factors are shown in the rating table below.  

 
 

Category   A Value R Value Liquidity L and S C Flow Ident W/L Currency Fertility
                    

Convertible Arbitrage   2 1 8 3 5 8 7 34 
Distressed Securities   8 10 9 5 5 6 4 47 
Emerging Markets Total   4 6 8 7 5 6 8 44 
Equity Hedge US   3 2 4 7 4 4 3 27 
Equity Hedge Europe   4 5 4 5 6 6 5 35 
Equity Hedge Asia   8 10 6 4 8 7 9 52 
Equity Market Neutral   4 4 4 7 5 4 5 33 
Equity Non-Hedge   2 2 4 1 2 5 5 21 
Reg D   6 7 1 1 1 5 4 25 
Small Caps   4 6 4 3 2 7 4 30 
Event Driven   9 9 8 6 7 8 4 51 
Fixed Income Arbitrage   2 2 8 8 2 7 4 33 
Fixed Income High Yield  7 8 8 7 6 7 4 47 
Fixed Income Mortgage   2 2 8 8 2 7 4 33 
Macro   4 5 8 9 6 8 6 46 
Systematic Trading   5 6 8 8 4 7 5 43 
Merger Arbitrage   2 3 4 3 3 4 5 24 
Sector Healthcare   7 8 8 7 3 6 5 44 
Sector Real Estate   5 5 6 4 8 6 5 39 
Sector Technology   2 1 4 8 2 2 5 24 
Sector Rotation   6 5 5 9 8 7 5 45 
Sector Mutual Funds.   6 7 4 4 8 7 5 41 
Short Selling   2 3 4 2 8 4 5 28 
 
 

IV. Hedge Fund Asset Allocation Conclusions: I have covered asset allocation from 
the perspective of the four factor hedge fund low point and our seven factor model to 
assess the current general environment. Pulling all of this together into a portfolio of 
funds involves three dimensions: 1. raising and lowering risk with leverage, 2. shifting 
assets among strategies at peaks and valleys in approximately 2-year cycles, and 3. 
dealing with incremental flows of money each month. The above analysis is oriented 
to what one should do; I recognize there is a difference between knowing your cycles 
and being able to translate this into money. Significant steps are left out in the 
interest of space. Below are my conclusions for each dimension.  
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Leverage should be increased when risk seems to be high but is about to decline 
and leverage should be decreased when risk seems to be low but is about to rise. 
Great hedge funds execute this themselves. They do not fall into the trap of using 
leverage to increase returns when real returns to their strategy fall below their 
targets. When they have great conviction and loads of opportunity, they also step up 
the leverage. The timing of this is obviously all important. The time has arrived when 
rolling rates of return have bottomed, this means add leverage for a better result. As 
evidence mounts that the rolling returns are rising, add leverage again. How much 
depends upon your appetite for risk.  

 
Moving to the dimension of shifting among strategies, we can also look at the 
industry in four simple parts that each do better in certain environments. An 
oversimplified analysis would show that in the hedge fund low year, CTA’s, Macro’s, 
and Short Sellers are the ticket. This is about ¼ of the industry. In the recovery or 
second year, low-grade arbitrage and event are dominant. This is also about ¼ of the 
industry. In the third or growth year sector funds and equity funds dominate as stocks 
do very well. Again they are ¼ of assets deployed in the industry. In the fourth or 
aging year, high-grade arbitrage and market neutral dominate. It is best to stay away 
from price or credit risk.  

 
Asset allocating among these four parts is easier to say than to do and there is the 
added problem of moving around from manager to manager. But it is possible to 
overweight/underweight each of these and produce a better result as a fund of funds 
grows or naturally shifts managers. It is time to move to the year 2 low-grade 
arbitrage and event strategies while maintaining some holdings in the year 1 
strategies. Research should now be focused on the year three strategies that will go 
into the portfolio next year.  

 
The last dimension of shifting assets and risk is dealing with incremental flows. 
Fund of funds are living animals with flows that are unpredictable. It may or may not 
be possible to add to the area you want to add to the month you want to add. In 
addition, redemption takes several months in funds so taking money off the table is 
problematic in terms of timing. Last, the best in class funds may not be available in a 
particular month. Our program focuses on good entry timing. We find that if we enter 
and receive immediate gratification, our tolerance for risk is higher. Thus it is better to 
add to funds a bit late than a bit early. This argues for holding onto last year’s high 
grade fixed income strategies, macros, and CTA’s for a while longer and brings us to 
our action items.  

 
1. The portfolio composition should be still 20% overweight on the cycle low 

strategies of Macro and CTA. They benefit from economic instability, can 
trade a bear market, like high volatility, and use stops instead of panic 
behavior. Incremental money should be added to intermediate and longer 
term trend followers at the expense of the short term CTA’s and those 
dependent on Euro dollar futures. Additions to Macro should shift away from 
currency and fixed income dominated funds to commodity dominated funds. 
Economic based CTA’s should get incremental funds by later this year.  

2. The next year strategies of low-grade arbitrage should now be 20% 
overweight and should move to 40% by year-end. This includes distressed, 
busted convertibles, certain event funds, corporate bond arbitrage, and 
Emerging markets debt. Incremental money should be added every month.  

3. The third year strategies should still be underweight with all the emphasis on 
Asia and especially the small caps. Asia is normally a small fraction of equity 
hedge and sector fund activity. On the next market break, the weighting 
should be above normal.  
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4. The fourth year strategies of high-grade arbitrage and market neutral should 
be at reduced weighting now and at minimum weighting by year-end. There 
is no upside except to see the current credit problems spread to companies 
and government agencies that have a long way to fall.  

 
Most of us think there will be more bad news around the corner we don’t know 
about. But we don’t need an environment with no bad news to improve industry 
return. We don’t need for the stock market to go up. We don’t need for credit 
spreads to narrow dramatically. We don’t need an investment mania. We only 
need a return to a more normal environment and I think this environment is here 
now. As I look ahead to a longer term view of returns, I can say the returns to 
sovereign debt look pathetic for the next ten years. Potential returns to large cap 
stocks look pathetic. There is not enough inflation to buy gold or hard assets. In 
absolute sense and relative to all the alternatives, the returns to hedge funds in 
the coming decade look good. If we are right on volatility and relatively low 
interest rates, using leverage over that period will be the best way to create 
excess return. Lets now turn to the bad news around the corner we don’t know 
about.  
 

 
V. What are the risks of being wrong? The US is going to launch its secret attack on 

Iraq as soon as the military replenishes its bombs. This attack is imminent and will be 
positive for hedge funds on three of the four factors. Only the rise in volatility will be 
temporarily bad. Perhaps I have too much faith in our government and a major risk of 
being wrong is that very high oil prices send the global economy into a tailspin, 
especially in Asia. I believe the Iraq war will be fast and that the American military 
feels they have the right to go in and annihilate the main targets quickly. They will not 
take the time to be careful. I think our portfolios can get through this easily.  

 
Most big market problems and hedge fund problems historically were the result of 
political blunders outlined below. The current US regime has already exhibited strong 
ability in the blunder category with the recent protectionist legislation. There is a 
strong risk that Bush makes a mess of things in Iraq. I think this potential will unfold 
slowly enough to justify taking hedge fund risk. I am already operating under the 
assumption that Bush’s remaining term will be full of blunders we don’t know about 
yet. In the next year there are few opportunities for the world’s leaders to make a 
mess of their economies. I am already operating under the assumption that Japan 
will do little to make that situation better.  

 
One of the greatest risks we face is that the global economy is really strong and that 
growth is soon going to be too high. If this unlikely scenario played out, central banks 
would be forced to tighten very quickly and would create market havoc. This occurred 
in a short six months between October of 1993 and March of 1994. The world was 
convinced rates could not go up and everyone was in the same trade. This is true 
today. This would cause volatility to rise, stocks could fall hard, credits could get hit 
on an absolute basis and a general panic could follow. This is the one thing that 
would cause a significant shift in our strategy.  

 
Another risk often sited is the risk of a falling dollar. The hedge fund industry is a 
dollar-based business. One day soon the party may be over for the dollar and the 
hedge funds could suffer a double hit from declining asset values and investors who 
don’t want dollar based hedge funds any more. Right now it seems hard to imagine 
investors would not want hedge funds and of course they can be converted to any 
currency. The fact is that they are not generally converted so the billions of private 
investors that are in dollar based funds may in fact send the money home.  
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I mentioned consumer credit above as it relates to housing. Most analysis of risk 
shows the huge credit binge and declining net worth from equities as a serious 
problem. If consumers really thought their equity holdings were such a problem, they 
would not be buying cars and houses. Unrealized gains in equity mutual fund 
holdings are still over 200 billion dollars. Gains from housing have offset 1/3 of the 
loss. So people feel poorer but they do not feel poor. There is little reason to think 
this is about to unwind quickly causing an economic debacle.  

 
Hedge funds are not free money. They make money by taking risk and the best of 
them take quite a lot of risk on both the long and short side. If there are risks, these 
will present the opportunities hedge funds need to step in and take advantage. The 
key is that these risks need to be within a certain range. This is not dissimilar to 
inflation. If inflation moves from 1% to 5% it creates opportunity in traditional assets 
of stocks and bonds. But if it goes to +10% or –10%, it creates massive problems 
that suggest a move to cash or hard assets like real estate. Hedge funds are not 
experiencing one of these extreme environments but it is rather business as usual in 
the cycles that normally affect the industry.  
 

 
Conclusions and Summary 
My personal money is exposed to all the risks above and next month I am kicking my exposures 
to full 4 times leverage. Our team is combing over portfolios each month to insure we are both in 
the best areas and in the best managers. The combination gives me comfort that my own money 
can withstand any after shocks and that 2003 will be one of our great years in returns.  
 
My strongest view of all is that those portfolios now ditching their credit risk are doing so right at 
the bottom. Credit is a compelling trade and only diversification keeps me from doing more of it. 
Sector rotation funds are the future of the equity hedge business. I can’t find enough of them and 
those that we have are closing. I also support mutual fund timing as a great way to play the false 
starts in the coming market cycle. Asia has compelling value and it will take very little money to 
create real momentum and serious price appreciation in those markets. I said it is better to enter 
a bit late than a bit early and I tend to be a bit early. However over the years I have trained myself 
to count six months before speaking out. The six months are up.  
 
Good luck in your investing… 
Mari Kooi 
Wolf International  
Best quote for those investing these days:  
 
“It is not clear that intelligence has any long-term survival value” 
     
     Stephen Hawking 
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Addendum 
 

A brief history of hedge fund lows 
As an addendum we present a bit of history to see if there are points of comparison. Since the 
hedge fund industry was invented in the US, most of the history relates to the US.  
 
Factors present in the four year cycle low: falling stocks, extreme volatility, panic or 
negative sentiment, widening credit spreads. (Four year high: buying in stocks, lower 
volatility, mania, and narrow credit spreads. 
 
1974: Events: Oil/ Middle East shock, equity collapse, villains were in politics, peace breaking 
out between world powers- Russia, China and Indochina, extreme bullishness on emerging 
countries, War Powers Resolution, high volatility present, companies in trouble, wage and 
price controls, President facing impeachment, and total breakdown of confidence in 
government.  
 
While the current stock market environment is being compared to the 70’s, no one seems to 
remember that the entire panic collapse occurred in 1973-1974 (40-50% collapse) largely 
because of political chaos. Between 1974 and 1979, the stock markets rose about 30% with more 
than all of it in 1975. It is true that there was a complete failure in the system and collapse of 
confidence in 1974. But this was a political breakdown centered on Nixon’s resignation after he 
“lied to us all on TV” to quote Merle Haggard. Today’s flag waiving populace seems more like the 
corollary to the early 70’s. I included 1974 only because it is commonly compared to the market 
now. 
 
Today hedge funds do mostly hedge. In 1974 those few hedge funds in existence had no futures 
markets or even OTC markets to use for hedging. Short selling was hard and was done to create 
an offset, not a profit. It is worth noting that the market has more shorts and short sellers today 
than at any time in history. We have a market full of people shorting with very little experience in 
shorting. It is hard to imagine this will not have an impact and in fact should be the sole 
explanation for why we have seen more 5% up days in the bear market than in the bull market. In 
two years we are going to see articles about just how many shorts there were and why this 
mitigated the bear market.  
 
 
 

 

Dow ’71-‘82 
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Lets move to 1979: Events: Inflation crisis, credits widened, profits in short bonds and long 
short commodities, villains were in commodities, volatility surged, Russian embargo, dollar 
collapse, another breakdown of confidence in the political/economic system, stock returns 
poor, and soaring interest rates 
  
This period also makes a poor comparison again representing a corollary to our extremely low 
rates and worries of deflation. Stocks could not go up in 1979 even though they were cheap. 
Those who would give a low PE credit for this might want to run a discount model at 15-20% 
interest rates. Perhaps the only lesson from this period is that using 4% interest rates now to run 
a model showing stocks are 50% cheap is as silly as running it at 18% then and saying stocks 
were not cheap.   
 
By 1979 little had changed in leveraged trading or hedge funds except that commodities, 
currencies, and CTA’s dominated the industry. This included oil and gas partnerships. Today’s 
CTA’s nearly all have heavy components of fixed income and equity trading. Their models are 
complex and now actively use volatility adjusting, a mix of signals, different periods of price 
capture, and adjusted capital allocation methods. The risks in CTA’s today are not even close to 
the risks in 1979. I continue to be amazed that clients resist investments with CTA’s.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
1982: Events: Disinflation, Emerging Markets collapse, failure of government and election 
washout with villains in government and various evil empires, volatility rose, collapsing 
consumer confidence, stocks fell 20%, credits widened, and Reagan came storming in. 
There were only about 60 hedge funds in existence. There were several hundred CTA’s.  
 
This period bears no resemblance to 2002 given the current high confidence in the Bush 
administration. Bush’s star will surely fall but it is hard to imagine it will fall as far as Carter’s did. 
Bad decisions were being made in 1982. Consumer confidence went to 60. Consumer confidence 
does not need to fall to 60 just because it did before. It will take a lot more than falling stocks to 
get it there. No lessons here except that when good leaders follow bad leaders at 10PE, buy 
stocks. Of course in 1982 Reagan was touted as a B grade actor, not a great leader.  
 
In 1982 financial futures were the talk of the industry. Their introduction changed everything. The 
hedge fund business that was dominated by CTA’s, Macros, and a few equity traders moved to 
arbitrage. Arbitrage funds in the mid 80’s were printing free money largely in cash against futures. 

Gold ’77-83 
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Today arbitrage funds are everywhere and there is no arbitrage. There is only risk taking in 
strategies that are using hedging to manage risk and produce high-risk adjusted returns. 
 
 

  
 
1987: Events: stocks fell so fast that people assumed life as we knew it had ended, virtually 
everyone felt the panic, credit spreads blew up, volatility soared to highest levels people 
could remember, the dollar collapsed, oil prices rose dramatically in 1986 before deflation 
shocked commodities, and villains were the futures traders who were blamed for the whole mess.   
 
What we are experiencing now is nothing like 1987 when people were selling Rolex watches on 
the floor of the exchanges. People were wiped out in a day. The Fed had lots of room to move 
and did. The charts now are not nearly so ugly as then. 1987 is the best comparison period to 
now. A period of extreme liquidity resulted in over investment and rapidly rising stocks followed by 
a bust. General gloom prevailed and stocks did little for 12 months after things began to improve. 
It is hard to put on paper just how much money we made in hedge funds in 1988. We made 
money in everything and in hindsight it was easy.  
 
 

 
 
 

Consumer
Confidence
’80- ‘02 

87 Dow 
crash 
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1990: Events: Bank meltdown, S and L meltdown, High Yield collapse, villains were bankers 
and investment bankers, volatility extremely high, consumer confidence remained low, war 
in Middle East, stocks fell 20%, oil prices doubled, mergers blew up (UAL) and there was 
another lack of confidence in a government that was going broke from borrowing too much.  
 
The comparisons here are tempting. Before the accounting scandal is over, the banks will be 
drug more deeply into the problems and a lot of people will go to jail. High Yield has been hit 
hard, and the Middle East is at risk for war. Most would say consumer confidence will hit 60 and 
that there will soon be another Bush crisis.  
 
But the 1990 crisis in every way was a debt leverage crisis. It followed the LBO, leveraged junk, 
leveraged S and L, and leveraged bank binge. The result was regulation on capital requirements 
because no one had enough capital to support their debt. Today debt is down in government and 
corporations but up in housing and credit cards. The source of our problems comes from equity 
and excessive investment at today’s demand levels. Yes some companies are too burdened with 
debt but there is actually quite a bit of cash in the top 20 tech companies that we all hate (even 
with options expensed). It is not a good comparison to take a debt crisis and lay it on top of an 
equity crisis and draw conclusions about the future.  
 
In 1990 large macro managers that had excellent two sided trading rooms dominated the hedge 
fund world. Returns in hedge funds remained very high through the period and gave hedge fund 
mangers the mythical reputation that they could make big money in big bear markets. This is no 
longer true of the industry as a whole and is only true for a small handful of macros. The true 
clean macros now represent less than 3% of industry assets and all the best ones are closed.  
 
 

 
 
1994: Events: Interest rates very low, bond mania in Europe followed by panic, rates exploded 
upward, volatility rose, meltdown in mortgage derivatives hit Solomon, Kidder, etc. and then 
bled to credits, Emerging Markets blew up with Mexican crisis, Banks in trouble again, dollar hit 
hard as Yen soared, stocks sideways, villains were Wall Street Derivative Traders.  
 
There are few good comparisons here as there was no equity crisis but rather there was a bond 
market crisis. This was a global crisis. There was a general sense of Wall Street being out of 
control in creating bond garbage for investors who did not know what they were doing. Stocks 

Crude Oil 
’89-‘92 
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were more affected in foreign countries especially emerging countries dependent upon debt. 
There was a complete crisis in the dollar. Nothing now seems like the 94 crisis.  
 
By 1994 the hedge fund industry had moved to an industry dominated by fixed income including 
all forms of low-grade debt. CTA’s had a horrible period and were seen as doomed. This was just 
before their greatest period since the late 70’s. Equities were not a particularly important strategy. 
Systematic equity trading was still primarily a program trading basket market, not today’s huge 
long short market neutral industry.  
 
 
 

  
 
 
1998: Events: Default on Russian debt, villains were in hedge funds, credit spreads widened 
dramatically, volatility soared, general sense the whole of Wall Street could melt down and take 
the banks down with it in a general financial panic, another Fed bailout, stocks went up in 1998 
in the west.  
 
Nothing parallels except some emerging market problems are present. Hedge funds are deemed 
to be the saviors this time around- at least until the SEC decides the hedge funds were getting 
IPO favors in 1999. We are now experiencing the same volatility as in 98 when the system was at 
its worst point.  
 
Strategy drift was a significant problem in 1998 and as a new entrant into the fund of funds 
business early that year; I did not fully grasp the extent of this drift between 1996 and 1998. The 
biggest example was LTCM but they were the tip of the iceberg in strategy drift. A dramatic 
number of funds were reaching for yield in emerging markets and credit. This drift is a key factor 
in highs for hedge fund returns. When all end up in the same trade, no one can make money. In 
2000 we had a similar drift with all strategies being tech in drag and this was a factor I did fully 
grasp. If we expect a 2004-5 high, the concentration will be in whatever has done the best 
recently. This is most likely to be in corporate activity of all kinds but especially corporate debt of 
troubled or small companies.  
 
 

Continuous
10 Year Yield
’92-‘95 
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2002: Events: Loss of confidence in reported earnings, unwinding of equity investment 
bubble, valuations extremely high, interest rates extremely low, worry of deflation, high ratings for 
government, villains are CEO’s and insiders, credit spreads widened at record pace, volatility 
hitting Sept 11 peaks, fear of war and terrorism, falling consumer confidence, extremely high 
household debt, collapse of equities, foreign buying slowing, risk of dollar flight.  
 
So lets summarize: Our equity market most looks like 1987. After this period, the economy grew, 
companies earned money but the stock markets went nowhere for about 18 months climbing only 
slightly. During this time, PE’s fell. Our interest rates are very low as they were in late 1993 and 
this was followed by a bond crisis. Volatility is as high as it has ever been and looks like 1998. 
There is not (yet) much of a panic or sense that the whole system will come tumbling down. The 
panic feels like 1990 when it took several years to work through mini panics. Credit spreads are 
as wide as 1998 and are centered on bad companies in default due to mismanagement. No 
single period is a good comparison but the process of looking at these periods should provide 
some illumination of our environment.  
 
2006: Events: collapse of real estate bubble, stocks fall 20%, REIT’s and all collateralized loan 
transactions blow up, volatility surges, fears of inflation, loss of confidence in governments, 
consumer confidence falls to a 40 year low, credits widen, and opportunities to make money in 
hedge funds return once again.  

Volatility
’94-‘02 
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